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HR can sometimes be viewed as ‘pink and fluffy’ but there is nothing pink and fluffy about Jungle HR. Our achievements since
Jungle was set up in 2008 have enabled

combined client cost savings of £3.7 million pounds!

We’ve raised over £4,000 for charities, we’ve won a number of business awards and our CEO has been awarded a UK Female
Entrepreneur Ambassador role. In short, we are proud of what we do and how we enable our clients to be the best!
The projects we have been involved in during the past 18 months have been just as exciting and impactful! We have enabled
our clients to grow through acquisition, improve leadership capability, and transform team working. Here’s our highlights …

Gleneagles Hotel
Acquisition
Jungle were engaged by Ennismore because of our proven expertise, to lead,
from a people perspective, on the acquisition of the world famous Gleneagles
Hotel. Jungle’s role, was to conduct all pre-acquisition HR due diligence, engage
with and on-board the Leadership team, develop a robust communication plan
and implement all post-acquisition people activities. In short… our role was to
ensure that the acquisition was successful from a people perspective.

The result: Ennismore successfully achieved their business expansion growth
plans by acquiring the Gleneagles Hotel from its previous owners Diageo.
Jungle were instrumental with this acquisition as we robustly completed pre HR
due diligence. The Gleneagles Leadership team were fully engaged throughout
the acquisition process, a full communication and engagement plan was
implemented ensuring the workforce were fully informed about the new owners.
Overall the people aspect of the acquisition was managed by Jungle efficiently
and successfully.

“I can’t speak highly enough

of the role Teresa and the
Jungle team played. She
was invaluable in ensuring
that the people elements
were successfully managed
both pre and postacquisition”
CHARLES OAKSHETT
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

